MAKING SCIENCE GROUP, SA (the "Company", the "Company", the "Group", or "Making Science") pursuant to the provisions of Article 17 of Regulation (EU) No. 596 / 2014 on market abuse and in article 228 of the revised text of the Securities Market Law, approved by Royal Legislative Decree 4/2015, of October 23, and related provisions, as well as in Circular 3/2020 of the BME Growth segment of BME MTF Equity, hereby discloses the following information:

NOTICE OF SIGNIFICANT SHAREHOLDERS

The relationship of shareholders of Making Science Group, SA with a position greater than 5% of the share capital as of June 30, 2021 is as follows:

- Jose Antonio Martinez Aguilar: 74.18% (61.80% through The Science of Digital, SL, 10.05% through Green Scientific Tree, Ltd, and 2.33% through Bastiat Internet Ventures, SL, all companies 100% owned by Jose Antonio Martinez Aguilar and his spouse).

- The Science of Digital, SL: 61.80%

- Green Scientific Tree, Ltd: 10.05%

- Álvaro Verdeja Junco: 8.01%

The Board of Directors of Making Science Group, SA is not aware of the existence of other shareholders with a position greater than 5%.

In accordance with the provisions of BME Growth Circular 3/2020, it is hereby stated that the information communicated hereby has been prepared under the exclusive responsibility of the Company and its administrators.

We remain at your disposal for any additional clarification

Yours sincerely,
CEO of Making Science Group, SA
Jose Antonio Martinez Aguilar